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An Opportunity for the Telcos and 
Service Providers

Turning Blockchain
Into Business 
Outcomes Faster

Laurent Dedenis, CEO Chainstack
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1. What are blockchains and DLTs?

2. Telcos and Service Providers innovators?

3. Why does it matter for Service Providers?

4. What is the opportunity?

5. Where should I start?

Content
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Blockchain and DLT are everywhere

% of blockchain users combining IT with other technologies1

AR/VR

49.6%

AI

45.6%

Robotics

47.2%

IoT

43.4%

Big Data

43.6%

1) Source: IDC European Vertical Market Survey, 2018-2019 (n – 2,759); IDC European Tech

and Industry Pulse Survey, 2019-2020 (n = 2,793)

2) Source: IDC: Enterprise Blockchain Now – Sept 2020

The Playbook for Software 

Providers: A path to Success2

An “HPD” (Hook-Prove-Deliver) 

Playbook Is Needed

60%

>60%

80%

$8B

1 in 5

>500

>50%

Hook

Prove

Deliver

Enterprise blockchain is here to stay

Network effects drive urgency

More than 50% of 

companies 

embracing digital 

transformation 

consider blockchain 

as a key to the DX 

journey

The global 

number of projects 

is increasing very 

quickly, to >500 

today 

Proof-of-concept 

jail is a risk. For 

every company in 

production, five 

are at the PoC

stage. Learn from 

those that have 

converted PoCs to 

production

$8 billion is the 

market opportunity 

in blockchain 

software and 

services in 2023, 

up from $2 billion 

today

80% of DX revenue will 

be ecosystem driven, 

playing to the 

foundational benefits of 

DLT. The threat of not 

exploring blockchain is 

an exponential risk

>60% of blockchain 

spending is now 

outside the 

financial sector –

your industry is 

being transformed

Awareness is 

rising fast: 60% 

of companies of 

all size are 

aware of DLT, 

versus 40% a 

year ago
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The Evolution of Blockchain Solutions

Source: IDC: Enterprise Blockchain Now – Sept 2020

Hunters Adventurers Emerging Innovators Cautious Experimenters

Core banking

SIA, NTT Data and ABI Lab

(Spunta Banca DLT)

Retail/Wholesale

Walmart;

Sweetgreen

Telco

(CBAN); TOMIA; CSG;

Central government

Canada, China, EU, Germany, 

India, Mexico, Spain, South Africa, 

UK, US, and more

Insurance

B3i, RiskStream

Process manufacturing

Ripe.io

Healthcare and life sciences

Professional; Credentials 

Exchange; Lumedic

Central banks

China, Canada, UK, Singapore, 

Hong Kong, Thailand, France, 

and more

Capital markets

Nasdaq; SDX; Broadridge

Discrete manufacturing

Schrocken

Media

AFOX, Blockchain4Media

Education

TCS; Woolf Univercity

Trade finance

TradeX (Marco Polo);

CryptoBLK (Contour)

Mobility

Daimler;

MOBI, BMW, GE
Utilities

Enosi;

Guildone

Government agencies

HM Land Registry;

UK Food Standards AgencyPayments

Mastercard; Luxoft

Real estate

Coadjute

Financial supply chains Physical supply chains Services
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Example and Opportunities
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The Opportunity

Opportunities for Service Providers:

Activate Your Network, Build New Business Models 

 Service Providers should not 

rely on existing market

share to ensure dominance 

in the future digital business 

ecosystem

 Service Providers can 

assume the role of trusted 

advisor in clients’ DX 

journey

 Service Providers are 

exploring the potential of 

tokenization as digital 

assets rise up the agenda

$14.4B estimated spend by corporates on blockchain 

applications and nodes in 2023
Source: IDC Worldwide Semiannual Blockchain 

IT Spending Guide, 1H19, April 2020 
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The Opportunity

Service Providers are exploring how their client base can be 

connected through distributed ledger applications that bring 

new value to their current software deployments and 

customers.

These applications address age-old problems of 

reconciliation, transparency, data sharing, and disputes in 

B2B transactions.

By implementing new digital capabilities as extensions to 

existing solutions, vendors not only support transformation 

for their customers, but also at the level of the entire market 

or industry they serve, increasing both market share and 

market potential. 

Service Providers are exploring Tokenization enables the 

representation of real-world assets as digital assets or 

tokens which, when transferred on a blockchain network, 

enable programmable transfer of ownership in an 

automated, immutable, and secure way. Digital assets 

open up opportunities for new business models and 

products.

Increasing standardization means tokens can be 

consistently used to issue, exchange, and redeem value 

with certainty and appropriate levels of transparency. 

Software vendors have an opportunity to build entirely 

new business models, transactional networks, and 

customer experiences. 

Modernize existing solutions by enabling 

customers to transact directly, and extend the value 

of your solution to new customers in the wider 

business ecosystem 

Harness the digitalization power 

of blockchain to dematerialize any asset and 

monetize the way value is exchanged in new 

business networks 
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Where do I start?
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Chainstack

Managed blockchain services making it simple to launch and scale 

decentralized networks and applications –complete with an intuitive user 

interface, seamless orchestration, and predictable pricing
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The easiest way 
to deploy, manage 
and scale your 
infrastructure

Chainstack enables you to experiment 

securely and with ease, and scale 

the solutions that work best for you.

ENTERPRISE-GRADE 

SOFTWARE

OPTIMIZED FOR 

GROWTH

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE THE 

RIGHT SOLUTION

FLEXIBILITY TO DEPLOY 

ANYWHERE
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Get access to an API designed to simplify and 

automate your blockchain infrastructure management. 

Programmatically build, test and deliver solutions that 

connect to the Chainstack service.

Orchestration

Programmatically create, scale, 

manage, and control the lifecycle of 

resources such as nodes, storage, 

and other infrastructure required for 

the successful operation of the 

blockchain network. 

Ledger Data

Communicate with blockchain 

networks and obtain information 

about accounts, addresses, 

blocks, and transactions. 

Application 

Management

Facilitate operations related to 

decentralized applications, such 

as compilation, deployment, 

versioning, and vulnerability 

scanning.

Notifications

Register for and respond to real-

time and non-real-time events, such 

as the creation of new transactions, 

smart contract-related activities, 

and infrastructure alerts. 

Platform API
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PaaS Hybrid Self-hosted

Platform hosting Fully managed by 

Chainstack

Select what 

to manage yourself

Fully managed by you

Benefit Get instant access to a managed 

platform, without worrying about 

running any part of the software

Have the freedom to select 

which components of the 

Chainstack infrastructure you’d 

like to manage and operate 

yourself

License Chainstack to have full 

control over operating every 

component yourself

Update frequency Continuous Continuous Release-based

Maintenance Automatic Automatic Assisted

Installation Automatic Assisted Assisted

Pricing Pay-per-use (see pricing) Custom Custom

Chainstack can be used with selected components 

deployed in the location of your choice, 100% hosted in 

your private cloud or as a fully-managed service that 

is run in our optimized multi-cloud infrastructure 

Access the power of Chainstack in a way that works for you

Hosting Options
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Last round Dec 2018 @ $10M valuation

March 2020: $1M Convertible Note 

Founded in June 2018 and 

headquartered in Singapore

$3.3m Funding

Incubated by Acronis

Chainstack 1.0 in June 2019

Chainstack 2.0 in August 2020

Grew from 2 to 20 team

members in 18 months

2 patents pending 

Gartner named Chainstack in the 

Hype Cycle 2019 and 2020 report

Targeting enterprise 

customers
More blockchain support 

More deployment options
2020
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Visit – Chainstack.com

Read about blockchain – Chainstack.com/blog

Try Chainstack – console.Chainstack.com

Contact ld@chainstack.com

What to do next

http://www.chainstack.com/
https://chainstack.com/blog/
https://console.chainstack.com/
mailto:ld@chainstack.com
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/chainstack @ChainstackHQ

chainstack.com

console.chainstack.com

Welcome 
to Chainstack!

Laurent Dedenis ld@chainstack.com

http://blog.acronis.com/
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www.acronis.org

Building new schools  • Providing educational programs • Publishing books

CREATE, SPREAD 

AND PROTECT

KNOWLEDGE WITH US!

Building a more knowledgeable future

http://blog.acronis.com/

